
 

LET’S BEGIN THE REVOLUTION. 

LET’S 
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YOU WEREN’T  
BORN TO JUST 

PAY BILLS  
AND DIE. 
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Why socialist party usa? 

Socialist Feminism and Women's Liberation 

Socialist feminism confronts the common root of sexism, racism and classism: the determination of a life 

of oppression or privilege based on accidents of birth or circumstances. Socialist feminism is an inclusive 

way of creating social change. We value synthesis and cooperation rather than conflict and competition. 

 

We work against the exploitation and oppression of women who live with lower wages, inferior working 

conditions and subordination in the home, in society and in politics. Socialists struggle for the full freedom 

of women and men to control their own bodies and reproductive systems and to determine their own sex-

ual orientation.   

 

Liberation of Oppressed People 

Bigotry and discrimination help the ruling class divide, exploit, and abuse workers here and in the Third 

World. The Socialist Party works to eliminate prejudice and discrimination in all its forms. We recognize 

the right of self-defense in the face of attacks; we also support non-violent direct action in combat-

ing oppression. We fully support strong and expanded affirmative action programs to help combat the 

entrenched inertia of a racist and sexist system which profits from discrimination and social division. 

 

People of color, the LGBTQ+ community and other oppressed groups need independent organization to 

fight oppression. Racism will not be eliminated merely by eliminating capitalism. 

 

International Solidarity & Peace 

People around the world have more in common with each other than with their rulers. We condemn war, 

preparation for war, and the militaristic culture because they play havoc with people's lives and divert re-

sources from constructive social projects. Militarism also concentrates even greater power in the hands of 

the few, the powerful and the violent. We align with no nation, but only with working people throughout the 

world. 

 

Worker & Community Control 
Democracy in daily life is the core of our socialism. Public ownership becomes a fraud if decisions are 

made by distant bureaucrats or authoritarian managers. In socialist society power resides in worker-

managed and cooperative enterprises. Community-based cooperatives help provide the flexibility and in-

novation required in a dynamic socialist economy. Workers have the right to form unions freely, and to 

strike and engage in other forms of job actions. Worker and community control make it possible to com-

bine life at work, home and in the community into a meaningful whole for adults and children.  

 

Cultural Freedom 

Art is an integral part of daily life. It should not be treated as just a commodity. Socialists work to create 

opportunities for participation in art and cultural activities. We work for the restoration and preservation of 

the history and culture of working people, women, and oppressed minorities. 

Democratic Revolution From Below 

No oppressed group has ever been liberated except by its own organized efforts to overthrow its oppres-

sors. A society based on radical democracy, with power exercised through people's organizations, re-

quires a socialist transformation from below. People's organizations cannot be created by legislation, nor 

can they spring into being only on the eve of a revolution.  


